
Cargill makes a splash on 
Capitol Hill 

Cargill’s Kathryn Unger, alongside numerous passionate 
companies, organizations and legislators join forces to 
facilitate offshore fish farming in the United States 

When Americans sort through seafood selections in their local grocery store, their choices 

consist of wild caught salmon from Alaska, farmed-raised shrimp from Ecuador or tilapia 

imported from China. Americans are much less likely to stumble upon farm-raised shrimp 

from the United States’ east coast or salmon raised just off the Washington shore. If 

consumers desire locally sourced seafood—their options are limited. 
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The United States does not currently have a clear and effective regulatory process for 

starting and sustaining offshore aquaculture farms in U.S. federal waters. Coupled with the 

complex regulatory regime, there is no lead government entity in the United States to aid 

aspiring fish farmers to navigate through these murky waters, resulting in very few people 

investing in farming the most sustainable source of protein.

Due to the lack of aquaculture farms, a country with over 12,000 miles of coastline imports 

90 percent of its seafood. 

Continuing to import such a mass amount of seafood is not a sustainable option for the 

country—it will only create a larger seafood trade deficit. This demand is not slowing down, 

as Americans desire more omega-3 rich foods, specifically seafood, the amount of seafood 

imported will only increase if offshore fish farming is not made possible.

Cargill Animal Nutrition’s recent Feed4Thought consumer survey indicates 44 percent of 

American consumers surveyed had added more fish to their diets over the past five years. 

On a global scale, the world fish consumption will increase by 19 percent by 2026 according 

to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations.

As a leader in the US aquaculture industry, Cargill teamed up with other influential 

companies and organizations including SYSCO, Red Lobster, High Liner Foods, Pacific 

Seafood, Woods Hole Group, InnovaSea, Protein Products Inc., Harvest Select, Taylor 

Shellfish and Pentair to form Stronger America Through Seafood (SATS) with Cargill’s very 

own Kathryn Unger, Cargill Aqua Nutrition (CQN) North America managing director and 

president of SATS. This coalition’s mission is to “secure a stronger America through 

increased U.S. production of healthful, sustainable, and affordable seafood.”

“Our goal is to drive legislation through as quickly as it is possible to open an entirely new 

market opportunity for Americans,” Unger shared. “Along with providing farm-raised seafood 

products, this new opportunity would also create more than 50,000 local jobs. We believe the 

United States can be a significant player in the aquaculture industry and in feeding our 

families healthy seafood, raised with real transparency and sustainability.”

SATS and key legislators   including U.S. Senator Roger Wicker (R-MS), Congressman 

Steven Palazzo (R-MS) and Congressman Collin Peterson (D-MN) are actively working on 

passing the Advancing the Quality and Understanding of American Aquaculture (AQUAA) 

Act after it was introduced to the Senate in July 2018 and to the House of Representative in 

September 2018. 



“Aquaculture is the fastest-growing sector of the agriculture industry,” Senator Wicker said in 

a press release. “This bill would give farmers a clear, simplified regulatory path to start new 

businesses in our coastal communities. The AQUAA Act would also fund needed research to 

continue the growth and success of this important industry.” 

To feed a growing population and to meet an increasing demand for protein, a country rooted 

in traditional livestock agriculture must open its eyes to the opportunity the sea provides. 

Kathryn and SATS return to Capitol Hill in November to continue their lobbying work 

determined to enable the growth of aquaculture in the United States. They believe passing 

the AQUAA Act in the House of Representatives and Senate will help the United States dive 

into this movement.

We will be following Kathryn Unger’s journey as she, SATS and legislators continue to work 

tirelessly until aquaculture farming becomes a reality in the United States. 
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